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1 Introduction

Sanskrit has rich inflectional as well as derivational morphology. At the same time it enjoys the privilege of having a formal (to a large extent) grammar in the form of Aṣṭādhyāyī built over 25 centuries ago. One may think, therefore, it would be a trivial task to build a morphological analyser based on this grammar. But it is not so. Though well defined rules for Sanskrit morphology exist in Aṣṭādhyāyī, for a typical computational linguist without any knowledge of Sanskrit, it is difficult to build a system incorporating these rules. At the same time, it is rare to find a person who understands the Aṣṭādhyāyī well and has also a good knowledge of computers for its implementation. Further there are controversies over the use of meta rules (paribhāṣā) used for application of the rules of Aṣṭādhyāyī. Therefore, incorporating the rules of Aṣṭādhyāyī as they are, is a difficult task. As a result, in spite of the existence of a formally defined and well described grammar, construction of a set of computational tools for the analysis of Sanskrit texts could not take a momentum for a long time.

If we look at the Sanskrit literature, we see that many attempts have been made to render the learning of Sanskrit word formation easier. The Sanskrit grammatical tradition provides evidence for the implementation of the two well known models of morphological descriptions viz. Item and Process model and the Word and Paradigm model. While the rules in Aṣṭādhyāyī may be best described as an example of Item and Process model, the later Sanskrit texts such as Siddhānta-Kumudā[15], Rūpacandrīkā (a compilation of representative word forms), Dhāturtanākāra[19] (a lexicon of verb forms), Kṛdanta-Rūpanālā[17] (a book listing frequently used nominal stems derived from the verbal roots) use the Word and Paradigm model and are best suited either for pedagogical purpose or for quick reference. Both these traditions are equally popular among the Sanskrit scholars and have their own advantages.

The issues related to the development of Sanskrit morphological analyser ranging from the representation of phonemes for computation, the suitability of Unicode versus various transliteration schemes for internal representation, handling sandhi and the complexity involved in building the analyser are well described
by Huet in [7],[8]. In this paper, we would like to model the morphology described by Pāṇini from a computational perspective, and show how one can take advantage of the various readily available databases described above to develop a morphological analyser quickly. Such an analyser then can be used to evaluate the performance of various other morphological analysers. The issues involved in comparing the analysers are discussed, and finally we suggest evaluation criteria to evaluate the morphological analysers.

2 Word Formation in Sanskrit

Figure given below gives a computer scientist’s perspective of the Sanskrit word formation as described by Pāṇini. We deviate from Pāṇini at certain places and interpret the whole process from the meaning point of view rather than just looking at the process involved therein. The basic inflectional morphology is described by the sūtra *supti ˙ inantam padam* (1.4.14). Thus in the figure below, the formation of verbal forms (ti ˙ nantas) and the nominal forms (subantas) from the verbal roots (dh¯ atus) and the nominal bases (pr¯ atipadikas) respectively, represents the inflectional morphology in Sanskrit. The list of non-derived verbal roots is more or less a closed list. The list of nominal bases on the other hand is open. *Sup* and *ti ˙ i* are the list of inflectional suffixes a nominal base and a verbal root take respectively.

The *kr. t* and the *taddhita* are the derivational suffixes added to the verbal roots and nominal bases respectively, producing new nominal bases. *San¯ adi* suffixes are of 3 types: some operate on nominal bases, some on nouns and some operate on verbal roots. Prefixes when attached to the verbal roots change the meaning of verbal roots and inflect further like a verb. Finally there are certain nominal forms which take a special suffix *cvi* followed by one of the verbal roots *kr*, *bh¯ u* or *as* to produce new verbal bases.

It is obvious from the given figure that the recursion in this word formation diagram leads to over-generation. But as is evident from the Pāṇinian sūtras, there

---

1 From processing point of view first the *ti ˙ i* is attached and then the upasarga gets attached to the verb form, whereas from the meaning point of view, verbal root together with the upasarga give a special meaning to the verb.
2 We find some instances of verbal roots which are not listed in the dh¯ atup¯ at.ha such as *d. amb* from which the word *vid. amban¯ a* is derived.
3 *arthavat adh¯ atuh apratyayah pr¯ atipadikam* (1.2.45)
4 *lohit¯ adid. ¯ ajabhah. kyas* (3.1.13)
5 *pr¯ adayah. upasargah. kriy¯ ayoge* (1.4.58)
6 *kr.bhvastiyoge sam. padyakartari cvih* (5.4.50)
is no mention of any limit over the recursion. Here are some examples showing recursion and productive nature of Sanskrit morphology.

1. pāṭhayītā = pāṭh(verb) + n.īc(śanādiḥ)1 + tṛc(kṛt) + feminine suffix + sup.
2. pīpāṭhayisāti = pāṭh(verb) + n.īc(śanādiḥ1) + san(śanādiḥ1) + tiū.
3. vyāvahārī = vi(upasarga) + aṅ(upasarga) + ava(upasarga) + hṛ(verb) + n.īc(śanādiḥ1) + aṅ + feminine suffix + sup.
4. samabhīvyāhāra = sam(upasarga) + abhī(upasarga) + vi(upasarga) + aṅ(upasarga) + hṛ(verb) + ghaṅ(kṛt) + sup.
5. susammodayantikā = su(upasarga) + sam(upasarga) + mud(verb) + n.īc(śanādiḥ1) + sāt(kṛt) + feminine suffix + kan(taddhita) + feminine suffix + sup.

However, the ability of human mind to process a complex string puts a limit on these potentially infinite productions to a finite number and is supported by the actual data. Words with more than three suffixes are typically rare compared to the words with single suffix or double suffixes. Further, for all practical purposes, the derived word forms can always be kept in the lexicon as headwords. These may be analyzed if there is a need.
There is another important phenomenon which needs to be discussed viz. the compound formation in Sanskrit. The Sanskrit word *samāsah* for a compound means *samasanam* which means “combination of more than one words into one word which conveys the same meaning as that of the collection of the component words together”. While combining the components together, a compound undergoes certain operations such as loss of case suffixes, loss of accent etc. ([12], [3]). The Sanskrit compounds may be classified in two different ways – semantic and syntactic. Sanskrit literature mentions 6 types of syntactic classification\(^{11}\) viz:

- Subanta (noun) + Subanta (noun) (*rājapuruṣaḥ*)
- Subanta (noun) + Tinanta (verb) (*pariyabhuṣayat*)
- Subanta (noun) + nāma (nominal base) (*kumbhakāraḥ*)
- Subanta (noun) + Dhātu (verbal root) (*katapruṇa*)
- Tinanta (verb) + Subanta (noun) (*kr. ntavicaks. an. ṛa*)
- Tinanta (verb) + Tinanta (verb) (*pibata-khādata*)

Of these, only three types of compounds viz. noun-noun, noun-nominal base and noun-verb(essentially the pre-verb verb sequence) are very frequent, and other 3 are rare. The rare compounds can always go in the lexicon. It is the productive compounds that need to be handled by the morphological analyser. Though compounds of 2 or 3 words are more frequent, compounds involving more than 3 constituent words with some compounds even running through pages is very common in Sanskrit literature. Here are some examples of Sanskrit compounds involving more than 3 words.

- veda-vedāṅga-tatva-jaṇaḥ
- pravara-mukuta-manī-maṇījarī-caya-carīca-carāṣa-yugala
- jala-ādi-vyāpaka-पṛथिवित्वा-abhāva-pratiyogi-पṛथिवित्वा-vati

Only the last component of the compound has the case suffix, and all the previous components assume a ‘compounding form’ – distinct from the nominal base. Thus a Sanskrit morphological analyser needs to analyse the compounding forms as well. Another phenomenon of Sanskrit compounds that needs to be handled by Sanskrit morphological analyser is the exo-centric(bahu vṝhi) compounds with the head or the final component exhibiting a gender of an object it denotes which may be different from its default gender. For example consider an exo-centric compound formed by the words *pīta* (yellow) and *ambaram* (cloth). The word *ambaram* is in neuter gender. When it is used to refer to a man wearing yellow clothes its form is *pitāmbaram* and when it refers to a woman wearing yellow clothes its form is *pītambarama*. The head words *ambaram* and *ambara* are the nominative singular forms in masculine and feminine gender respectively. The default morphological analyser will fail to analyse these forms, *ambaram* being a neuter gender word.

\(^{11}\) supāṇa supā tīṇā nāṁnā dhāṭunātha tīṇā tīṇā | 
subanteti vijñeyaḥ samāsah śadvidhoḥ budheḥ ||
2.1 Formal Grammar for Sanskrit Morphology

For the benefit of computational linguists, we translate the above figure into a more formal grammar by following the notation of context free grammar formalism. This exercise, we believe, will give us a better way to compare various implementations.\(^{12}\)

1. verbal form = verbal root \(^{13}\) verbal suffix \((sup)ti\hat{n}antam padam 1.4.14\)
2. nominal form = stem . sup \((sup(ti)\hat{n}antam padam 1.4.14)\)
3. stem = nominal stem + compound stem
4. verbal root = root (from Dh\(\hat{a}\)tup\(\hat{a}\)tha) +
   verbal root . san\(\acute{a}\)dh\(\acute{i}\)h1 \((san\acute{a}dyanta dh\(\hat{a}\)tavah 3.1.32) +
   nominal stem . san\(\acute{a}\)dh\(\acute{i}\)h2 \((lohit\acute{a}d\hat{a}j\acute{a}bhyah ky\(\grave{a}\)s 3.1.13) +
   nominal form . san\(\acute{a}\)dh\(\acute{i}\)h3 \((sup \acute{a}tmanah ky\(\acute{a}\)c 3.1.8) +
   upasarga\(\hat{a}\) seq . root \((upasarga\(\hat{a}\) dh\(\acute{a}\)tuyoge 1.4.58; Also covers the compound of type sup\(\acute{a}\)ni\(\acute{n}\)i\(\acute{a}\)) +
   base . cvi . bh\(\hat{u}\),kr,as \((kr\acute{h}hvastiyoge sampadyakartari ce\(\grave{i}\)h 5.4.50)\)
5. nominal stem = nominal base + nominal base . feminine suffix
6. nominal base = base \((arthavat adh\(\hat{a}\)tu\(\acute{a}\)h apr\(\acute{a}\)tyaya\(\acute{a}\)h pr\(\acute{a}\)tipadikam 1.2.45) +
   base . taddhita \((krt) taddhita (sam\(\acute{a}\)s\(\acute{a}\)h) ca 1.2.46) +
   verbal root . krt \((krt (taddhita sam\(\acute{a}\)s\(\acute{a}\)h) ca 1.2.46, and dh\(\hat{a}\)t\(\acute{a}\)h krt at\(\acute{i}\)\(\acute{n}\)i 3.1.96)\)
7. comp stem = comp base + compound base . feminine suffix
8. compound base = pre compound base . nominal base \((sup\(\acute{a}\)n sup\(\acute{a}\))
   pre compound base . {bh\(\acute{u}\),pr\(\acute{u}\),...} \((sup\(\acute{a}\)n dh\(\acute{a}\)t\(\acute{a}\)) +
   pre compound base . {k\(\acute{a}\)r\(\acute{a}\)/\(\acute{a}\)j\(\acute{a}\)/ja/...} \((sup\(\acute{a}\)n n\(\acute{a}\)m\(\acute{n}\)\(\acute{a}\))\)
9. pre compound base = nominal base . compound suffix +
   pre compound base . nominal base . compound suffix

3 Various efforts

Attempts have been made in the past to develop morphological analysers for Sanskrit by the Center for the Development of Advanced Computing, India and Academy of Sanskrit Research, Melkote, India. However, they had either limited coverage or were almost unusable for any serious NLP applications. There have been notable efforts in the last few years in the area of Sanskrit computing. The efforts by Mishra[13], Scharf[16], Goyal[4], and Sridhar[18] are towards modelling A\(\acute{\text{a}}\)t\(\hat{\text{d}}\)h\(\hat{y}\)\(\acute{\text{a}}\)\(\acute{\text{y}}\)\(\acute{\text{i}}\)\(\acute{\text{y}}\) using computers. They try to simulate the process of word generation following the rules of A\(\acute{\text{a}}\)t\(\hat{\text{d}}\)h\(\hat{y}\)\(\acute{\text{a}}\)\(\acute{\text{y}}\)\(\acute{\text{i}}\)\(\acute{\text{y}}\) as closely as possible. One of the goals in their efforts is to understand ‘how’ much formal the system is and also to provide an environment so that various interpretations of P\(\acute{\text{a}}\)n\(\acute{\text{i}}\)ni’s rules may be tested objectively. These implementations are still in evolving stage. Huet[7],[8]

\(^{12}\) We thank G. Huet for the valuable discussions on the Sanskrit Word Formation. These discussions not only helped us to improve the Sanskrit Word Formation figure substantially but also motivated us to express the grammar in a more formal way.\(^{13}\) is used to represent a joining operation and + indicates alternative possibilities
is more focussed on building a practical system rather than on the philosophical issues related to the structure of Astādhyāyī etc. Naturally he uses the modular finite state transducers to model the morphological phenomenon including the internal sandhi as well. The various inflected and derived forms are generated following the Word and Paradigm approach, and though is not in the strict sense Pāṇinian, captures the generalisation found in Pāṇini. Jha et al[10] have implemented the Sanskrit morphological analyser using database models wherein they store the suffixes and stems in the databases and report the possible stem-suffix search pairs from the databases. The suffix database can also be used stand-alone to handle out-of-lexicon words by ‘guessing’ their suffixes. The Akshar Bharati group has been working on the development of morphological analysers for various Indian languages using the Word and Paradigm model, which is now extended to Sanskrit as well. The complexity of Sanksrit morphological analyser being more when compared to other Indian languages, and at the same time availability of various databases of readymade word forms, the group followed a different approach taking leverage of available resources and data bases for Sanskrit. We describe this approach here.

4 Building a wide coverage morphological analyser quickly

Developing a morphological analysers by designing a generator and then using a Finite State Automata to analyse is a natural choice. But in case of Sanskrit, writing a morphological generator with a reasonable coverage itself is a few man years effort. At the same time, Sanskrit is rich in various databases. For example, Dhāturatnākara is a list of finite verb forms for various verbs for different lakāras (tense-mood-aspect). In a strict sense it does not follow the Pāṇinian Dhātupāṭha, and at some places also deviates a bit from Pāṇinian grammar, but is still a good starting point. Kṛdanta-rūpamālā gives the list of frequently occurring non-finite verbal forms for various verbs. Rūpacandrikā lists all the noun paradigms. These books are being used by people with some exposure of Sanskrit Grammar as an aid to understand and interpret various Sanskrit texts. As such these time-tested books serve as a rich source of readymade databases for developing a reasonable coverage Sanskrit morphological analyser quickly.

Morphological analysers being an important module needed in any NLP application, we decided to take leverage of these existing resources and built a system quickly. The existing resources provide all the analysed forms, from which a Finite State Transducer is built. There are two advantages of this approach. The first one is – in a short span of time, a system with reasonable coverage is available for use which can be plugged in into any other NLP application. The other advantage is, since this system is built from the actual forms listed in the books, and not generated by any software, the data used may be treated as a GOLD standard data for testing the generators built following various/approaches.
We used the lt-toolbox—a tool developed by the Apertium group for developing the FST for Sanskrit Analysis. Separate FSTs are built for analysing the basic inflectional forms, the primary derivatives (i.e. kradantas) along with the inflected forms that can be generated from them, the secondary derivatives (i.e. taddhitas) along with their inflected forms, compounding forms and finally a FST to recognise the heads of the exo-centric compounds that have gender different from their default gender. These separate FSTs can always be combined together to get a single FST. The trade-off is between the compile time and the run time. The total forms - inflectional, derivational and compounding - our analyser could recognise are 140 million. It is now necessary to evaluate the morphological analyser and also to compare it with other existing morphological analysers to verify the claim that the data used to build the analyser forms a GOLD data.

5 Issues

Initial level of comparison of the noun morphological analysers developed by Scharf-Hyman, Huet and ours brought out some issues.

1. Treatment of feminine adjectives:
   According to the Pāṇiniian system at morphological level, nouns and adjectives behave alike. In case of adjectives before forming their feminine forms a feminine suffix is added to the nominal base. Thus pūrva is the nominal base in masculine and neuter, and pūrvā in feminine. However, Pāṇini does not treat the nominal base with feminine suffix as a prātipadika.\(^\text{15}\) Now the question is should the analysis of feminine forms produce the root as pūrvā or pūrva. From semantics point of view, it is reasonable to agree that pūrva is the base in all the three genders. It brings in brevity, and also the organisation of the dictionary is simple.

2. Treatment of homonymy:
   Another issue is related to homonymy. The question is should the morphologically indistinguishable forms with the same stem but different meanings be analysed separately? This in fact is difficult to handle as it is very difficult to have consensus on whether a word is homonymous or polysemous. It would be desirable, then to distinguish the roots at morphological level, provided they have different behaviour at this level. For example, there are two different seventh case singular forms of the word sea viz. see and seas-min. These two forms in fact relate to two different roots. In one case sea means the ‘self’, whereas in other case it means ‘one’s own property’.

3. Level of analysis:
   There is always an issue in the representation of analysis in case of derivational morphology. For example, for the word gacchati, should the machine produce the output as seventh case singular form of the nominal base gacchat

\(^{14}\) http://www.apertium.org

\(^{15}\) nyāp-prātipadikāt(4.1.2)
or should it further add the information that the word *gacchat* is derived from the verbal root *gam* by adding a *krt* suffix? With the use of computers, however, this is not an issue, since computers provide several ways of presenting the information in layers, thereby hiding the unnecessary information. While designing a tool for comparison of analysis generated by various analysers, one needs to take this factor into account.

Many more such issues will surface, once we extend our comparison for verbal inflections and other forms.

### 5.1 Evaluation Parameters

Typically the evaluation metrics of any tool involves two parameters – Precision and Recall. Precision tells you the confidence which you can have on the performance of the tool, and the Recall gives you the coverage.

Since the morphological analyser gives more than one answers, the evaluation of Precision and Recall should range over all possible analysis and not over the words. Further only these two parameters for evaluation of morphological analyser are not enough. We need a more sophisticated measure which tells us which of the answers produced by the morphological analyser are wrong, and also how many answers are missing.

### 5.2 Precision and Recall

Let the total number of words be N.

Let $A_i$ denote number of possible analysis for the word $W_i$.

Thus total number of possible answers for all the words together is $T = \sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i$.

Let $B_i$ denote total answers produced by the morphological analyser for a word $W_i$.

Let $C_i$ denote the number of correct answers (true positives) and $D_i$ denote the number of wrong answers (false positives).

Thus $B_i = C_i + D_i$.

Sum of all the correct answers is $C = \sum_{i=1}^{n} C_i$.

Sum of all the wrong answers is $D = \sum_{i=1}^{n} D_i$.

Precision $P = C / (C + D)$

Recall $R = C / T$

### 5.3 6 point evaluation

Since the morphological analyser produces more than one answers, it will be appropriate to carry out more detailed evaluation of the morphological analyser than just evaluating the precision and recall values. Precision-Recall gives general
overall impression about the performance of a system. A more detailed evaluation is necessary to know what kind of words are over analysed, which are under analysed, etc. There are 3 parameters viz. an analysis produced by the machine is either correct (true positive) or wrong (false positive) or machine has missed (false negative) an analysis. So when a machine produces an output, it may have zero or more correct analysis, zero or more wrong analysis and zero or more missing analysis. Accordingly, we have the following possibilities:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sr no</th>
<th>Correct (True positives)</th>
<th>Missing (False Negatives)</th>
<th>Wrong (False Positives)</th>
<th>remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ativyāpti as well as avyāpti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>avyāpti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ativyāpti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Ideal Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>sp case of 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Unrecognised words (sp case of 2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The other two possibilities will never arise

The frequency count of each of these 6 cases, and also the morphological phenomena related to these cases will help the developers of morphological analysers to decide which aspect of morphology needs further attention for improvement.

5.4 Evaluation Methodology

Several Sanskrit texts tagged manually at various levels – at the level of sandhi splits (padaccheda), morphological analysis (pada viślesana), sentential analysis (anvaya, śābdabodha), etc. are available. These manually tagged data may be used for evaluating the system performance. However, comparing the machine produced morphological analysis with these manually tagged texts will give the Precision Recall values only for the ‘words in a given context’. These values will be biased because it is possible that the word has some other analysis in some other context which goes un-noticed or un-evaluated. Better evaluation strategy would be to prepare a GOLD standard data for evaluation of morphological analysers. This data contains all possible analysis of the words selected carefully to represent various morph phenomenon. The evaluation – either Precision Recall or 6 point may be done against this GOLD standard data. The possible drawback of this method is, it is possible that missing out some rare analysis lowers down the performance of a system. For all practical purposes, it is also necessary to know the performance on more frequent analysis. For this purpose, one may use manually analysed texts.

16 E.g. Sāṅkhēṣparāmāṇyaṇam by Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan, Rāmopākhyāna by Peter Scharf, Bhagvad-geeta by Geeta Press, Gorakhpur, to name a few.
6 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a pictorial representation of the Sanskrit morphology as described by Pāṇini. Further we discussed in brief how we can take the leverage of various available resources and build the Sanskrit morphological analyser quickly, that can serve as a model to compare and evaluate other morphological analysers. We also suggested two different criteria for the evaluation of morphological analysers. An indicative list of issues involved in the comparison of various analysers based on our experience is given. It is now a high time to carry out such comparison rigorously to smoothen out the differences in the representation if any.
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